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Urbane. Discerning. Sophisticated. Hip.

de BIZ HOTEL QINGDAO, CHINA
In recent years, China’s vibrant, rapidly surging economy has created a new class of business professionals. Urbane.
Discerning. Style-conscious. In a word, “hip.” Enter de Biz—a business hotel and office complex located in the booming
urban district of Qingdao that’s as relentlessly hip and sophisticated as its customers.
The de Biz Hotel will feature two separate towers: an office tower and a four-star business hotel. The complex will also
feature shops and restaurants on the ground level, along with a health and fitness club and three levels of basement parking. These elements create what will be a prototype concept for a new hotel brand that will support a fashionably modern
business lifestyle.
The sleek building design, with its translucent glass skin, painted masonry accent wall, and unifying metallic wrap, reflects
a contemporary German influence that resonates with Qingdao’s extensive German cultural and architectural heritage.
Among de Biz Hotel’s most striking architectural forms is the tear-shaped “green” glass structural bridge, which connects
the hotel tower and the office tower and contains the complex’s business center. The combination of energy-efficient
opaque glass and the mirrored underside of the bridge creates an intriguing illusion, making it appear to observers in the
plaza below that the imaginative form is voided space of reflective light.
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One community of seven colorful oases

DOUJA GOLF RESORT - COLOURS MARRAKECH, MOROCCO
From the air, it resembles an artist’s palette: seven dabs of paint in vibrant colors. From the ground, the dabs of paint
become seven colorful oases. Colours—blossoming like flowers in the desert—offers Marrakech resort living at its best.
Colours’ seven oases are inspired by the colors of seven Moroccan cities. Those colors manifest themselves in the exterior walls, rooftop gardens, architectural accents, pavers, fountains, plazas, pools and other hardscape and landscape
features. Even the architectural lighting picks up the color theme. The total effect adds character and personality, helping
establish a color identity for each oasis.
The largest of the oases features the city center and marketplace where shops offer a wondrous assortment of goods
while music and laughter waft through the air, mingling with mouthwatering aromas from the rooftop cafés. Deeper within
the city center, the bustle of the marketplace gives way to the luxury and serenity of the elite hotel, resort and spa.
The six residential oases offer exclusive estate houses and attached villas along with an exceptional array of amenities; a
sumptuous lifestyle available nowhere else in Morocco. Colours’ architectural crown jewel is the striking 3-storey rotating
Golf Clubhouse, offering stunning, ever-changing views of the Marrakech cityscape, the Atlas Mountains, and the rolling
green fairways of Colours’ world-class tournament golf course.
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Imagination. Inspiration. Recreation.

CELEBRATION CITY QINGDAO, CHINA
Celebration City—a green live-work-play-learn community located on a two and a half mile waterfront site—is planned
with an innovative triangular grid that optimizes solar and wind energy generation. The triangular grid also facilitates a
strong separation between vehicular traffic and pedestrians, maximizes views, offers an abundance of open space and
subdivides Celebration City into its three themed zones: Imagination, Inspiration and Recreation. Similar to how a theme
park is divided into different sub-theme zones to enliven and diversify the guest experience, the same planning philosophy
is used to enrich the quality of life at Celebration City.
Celebration City fosters safe, efficient, and non-polluting transportation by foot, bike, or monorail. Once residents and visitors have arrived via car, bus or shuttle boat, there is no further need for them to use outside transportation. Celebration
City’s monorail system runs throughout the development, includes eight stations and has a Transportation Hub that links
the system to metropolitan Qingdao’s other forms of mass transit.
The integration of transportation systems, pedestrian circulation, extensive green space, scenic view corridors, dramatic
architecture, sustainable design and a mix of distinctive lifestyle components create the ultimate place for the celebration
of modern bayside life.
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Alexandria’s new heart beats green

ALEXANDRIA DOWNTOWN ALEXANDRIA, EGYPT
Alexandria Downtown balances the energy of a thriving urban center with the calming surroundings of a pastoral retreat; a
remarkable “city within a city.” The pedestrian-friendly mixed-use enclave is designed to revitalize a historically underdeveloped area with upscale residences, offices, restaurants, cafés, shops and boutiques all lining a beautifully landscaped
public promenade which is separated from vehicular traffic. It’s a place where scenic parks and fountains, walking paths
and bike trails abound, providing people the opportunity to interact with nature and with each other.
Alexandria Downtown is planned to “green” design standards, with a focus on conservation and sustainability, energy
efficiency, and carbon footprint reduction. More than 80 percent of the property is reserved for colorful vegetation and
shaded alcoves—a rare and refreshing sight in this highly urbanized city. Innovative sound barriers blend into the environment, shutting out the noise of the surrounding city and adding to the peaceful, relaxing ambiance.
Escape the stress of the hectic cityscape and find refuge among ornate Mediterranean architecture and lush, open spaces.
Alexandria Downtown promises to forge a path of growth and opportunity in the city core as a new “green” standard is set,
leading the way to a prosperous and sustainable future for the legendary ancient city.
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The rising moons meet the setting sun

TWIN MOON BAY SANYA, CHINA
It’s a daunting ambition to be considered world-class. A truly remarkable destination resort must consist of more than a
stunning design; it must also offer a unique atmosphere and guest experience that set it apart from the rest.
The twin 28-storey towers of the 7-star Twin Moon Resort Hotel—the namesake of Sanya’s Twin Moon Bay—soar gracefully above the sparkling waters of the resort’s central lagoon. Inspired by the waning moon, the hotel is situated so the sun
sets between the crescent towers. On the opposite side of the bay, the 18-storey, 5-star Marina Resort Hotel balances the
Twin Moon towers, its graceful convex balcony forms evoking ocean currents around islands in the sea.
Each hotel’s progressive building forms boldly, yet respectfully, contrast the area’s lush tropical setting. Connected to one
another by bridge and water taxis, each of the resort hotels has its own exotic pools and gardens.
The abundance of entertainment, recreation, and relaxation amenities—from an exclusive spa to the lineup of exceptional
restaurants—offers a dynamic and diverse resort experience. Twin Moon Bay’s spectacular architecture and landscaping
combined with the outstanding quality of service create a one-of-a-kind contemporary tropical destination resort that is
sure to attract global recognition.
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TAIPEI, TAIWAN

SHIHLIN PAPER MILL

A PAGE FROM TAIPEI’S PAST TURNS TO THE FUTURE
The Shihlin Paper Mill was a Taipei landmark and what was once an icon of modern industrial progress will soon become an icon of sustainable urban development. Mixing the site’s
historic architecture with modern new towers creates an urban centerpiece that energizes
both Taipei’s past and its future.
The modern forms of the towers—a mix of office, retail, hotel and residential—take inspiration from the original mill’s product, resembling great stacks of paper reaching toward the
sky. The horizontal “sheets” of the towers act as sun shades and light reflectors, helping the
buildings’ efficiency. The towers’ distinctive fanned paper tops establish a unique identity in
Taipei and a are clear celebration of the paper mill’s contribution to the design.
In the historic Festival Village the paper mill’s original 1918 brick façade is retained and a
recreated brick chimney becomes a beacon drawing visitors from the MRT line/station. The
chimney dazzles at night with embedded LED lighting dancing to synchronized music.
The charm of the Festival Village is created through such period features as wooden benches, gas lamps, signage boards, window dressings and street props. A wandering 1920’s-era
storyteller and other live entertainment add a human dimension, while music, sound effects,
and aromas help create a multi-sensory immersive experience.
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History is the heart of the Shihlin Paper Mill; from the inspiration for the modern towers to
recreating the atmosphere of its 1920’s origin in the Festival Village, the historic mill’s legacy
and influence reverberate throughout the project and the city.
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